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!
!
Grace to you and peace from God our Rock and our sure foundation.  Amen	

!
As we begin the ending of our time with the Sermon on the Mount I want you spring ahead with 
me for a moment to the track season some of our young people are already preparing for.  (I went 
out for track my senior year but mostly it was because I heard track meets are good places to meet 
girls.)   I liked throwing the shot-put but the coach also thought it would be a good idea to have 
me run the 400.    I grew to hate that race. 	
!
For those of you who don’t know,  a 400 is basically a quarter mile (once around the track) and the 
strategy of the race goes like this:	

	
 start off as fast as you can,  run the first turn as fast as you can, 	

	
 run the back straight away as fast as you can, 	

	
 run the final turn as fast as you can, 	

	
 and then accelerate to the finish!  See why I hated that race.  	
!

I found much better success at a race that was twice as long, the 
800 meters.  With two laps around the track you can at least 
pace yourself through the mid section so that when you come 
around that last turn, the energy of the crowd (or the yelling of the 
coach) energizes you with kind of a ‘second wind’ to find strength 
you didn’t think possible.  	
!

Most of the time I think we sprint through the Sermon on the mount about as fast as we can.  
Over the last six weeks we have attempted to take it a bit slower, although even then we have 
jogged through portions that really deserve not only a slow stroll	

- but a stopping- 	


- and sitting under the tree- 	

- and pondering about how these daring words might transform ourselves and our 

communities.  	
!
Yet today as we come to the final chapter we are still going 
to have to run a bit, but think about it as turning that final 
turn, and seeing the finish line.  We get that second wind, 
that “inspiration” to dig deep and consider that God has 
made us to be more than what we often settle for.  	
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!!
First, however, let’s get the 100 meter dash recap of the sermon so far :  (read fast!)	
!
 	
 Blessing is found where we least expect it. 	

	
 What we do results from who we are :  Salt and Light	

	
 Love creates what the law demands : love your neighbor	

	
 Following Jesus dares us to be different : love enemies	

	
 REAL faith is more than just ‘for show’ : be authentic	

	
 Our priorities are shaped by the light inside us :	

!
I think that was right at 12 seconds flat.  Not a bad 100 meter time.  	
!
Now as we round that final turn of the final lap and head to the finish line of the sermon, maybe 
we can think about chapter 7 as Jesus cheering us on and I’m going to summarize like this:  	
!
Beware of boomerangs! 
Ask for directions! 
Don’t forget the fail safe! 
Watch out for impostors! 
Practice makes perfect!  	

!
Beware the boomerang.  Being judgmental has a way of coming back to hit 
us on the head and the difficult part is that rarely do we rarely see it coming.  Playing the 
judge is often disguised as good intentions for somebody else but we almost always intend 
to make ourselves appear bigger by belittling another.  Jesus uses a couple of powerful visual 
aids to counter that dangerous tendency.  	
!
First is the measuring cup -the ‘what comes around goes around’- analogy.  In the days before 

standard weights and measures, the marketplaces of Jesus’ time were 
filled with sellers who couldn’t resist giving you a little less than what you 
paid for.  That might work in the short run, but long term it will bankrupt 
you.  The same is true if we use different standards for others than we 
would want for ourselves.  	
!

Second is a cartoon.  We always want to make Jesus all serious but often humor is even more 
powerful way of telling the truth.  He paints this crazy picture, right, with the impossibility of 
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someone trying to point out a flaw in someone else while 
their own brokenness protrudes so glaringly that they can’t 
even get close enough to the other person to even see 
the speck.!  Instead of judging others, we need to spend a 
whole lot more time reflecting upon ourselves.  It is only 
after God has had a chance to work on us that we can be 
useful instruments in the lives of others.  So beware the 
boomerang of judging others.  	
!
As we continue the push for the finish line, the next thing we hear Jesus say seems so obvious yet 
it trips up so many.  ASK FOR DIRECTIONS!  I know what you are thinking but this is not just 
advice for men.  Jesus has given his followers a lot to think about.  No one is able to take it all in.  
There are always going to be times when choices seem difficult, when doubt sets in, when living in 
the kingdom seems like it makes things worse instead of better.  In those times Jesus reminds us to 
remember we are not alone.  Ask, seek, knock.  God is here to help.  God promises to help.  How 
often do we make room for the Spirit’s guidance in our daily lives?  How often do we in the 
church make room for the Spirit’s guidance in our meetings and decisions together? I’m not sure 
that we do often enough that but the promise is that when we seek, God will be there with help 
and direction. So let us not be afraid to ask for directions.  It may just keep us from heading down 
the wrong way.  	
!
Yet we all know there are times when asking.. and seeking.. and knocking leave us 
with the impression that nobody is at home.  We can often feel like 
prayers are not answered, or that we are on our own (even though we 

aren’t).  In those times Jesus reminds us of the “fail safe”.  It’s a 
truth, that will keep us on the straight and narrow even when easy 

answers are hard to come by:  do to others as you would have them do 
to you.  The golden rule.  So simple and yet so essential.  Everything else is 
basically commentary on this one ethical mandate and it remains as the fall back 
position, the fail safe, the home huddle we can return to again and again as we 

continue running the race set before us.  If you forget everything else, remember it is never wrong 
to do to others as you would have them do to you.  	
!
We are nearing the finish line but as we come to the close of Jesus’ teaching he takes the time to 
issue a strong and important warning:  Beware of impostors.  In a race it is illegal to wear the 
uniform of another team or even variations of your own uniform because it introduces confusion 
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and uncertainty.   However in life, there are a whole lot of people claiming the label “Christian” 
whom Jesus says have no part of him.  	
!
That’s a hard thing to hear.  We hear the word “Christian” and we want to identify 
with it but in our society the word “Christian” is often used to justify those very 
things Jesus has been warning people to avoid:  being judgmental, 
championing the individual over the community, looking at the poor as 
parasites instead the location of blessing and the presence of God!  	
!
Sisters and brothers, sometimes those unChristian voices and unChrist-like actions happen among 
us in this congregation and we must call them out as such, but even our society at large is filled 
with a kind of christian-political complex that manifests as a wolf in sheep’s clothing.  We should 
beware of Christianity that functions more like a business than a church.  We should beware of 
voices on the radio, television, and internet that preach judmentalism, that use religion as a means 
to political power, and that promise prosperity in exchange for seed offerings sent to them.  They 
may call themselves Christian.  They may shout, and sweat, and stir up deep emotions.  But unless 
they do as Jesus does, they have no part in the kingdom of God, and neither will we.   	
!

Which brings us at last to the home stretch and the finish line 
of Jesus’ teaching.  When he started this sermon, Jesus told his 
followers to be perfect even as their heavenly Father is perfect.  
It’s easy to misunderstand what Jesus is saying, thinking perfect 
means without error.  But the word Jesus is using means 
something closer to completeness or wholeness, and in that 
respect I think we might remember that it is “practice that 
makes perfect”.  It is the doing of the word that completes it.  

Hearing is important but words are incomplete without action.  Grace is a remarkably extravagant 
gift, given freely to us out of love.  Yet if grace is allowed to idle, if it makes no difference in our lives 
and the way we live them, it becomes cheap and useless and as unstable as a house built upon the 
sand.  	
!
Jesus says the difference between foundations, the difference between stability and utter collapse, is 
determined by the way his words are put into practice.  After all, as any coach will tell you, a race is 
not a measure of the effort put forth that day.  It is the measure of all the practice that has taken 
place BEFORE that day.  	
!!
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We are baptized and named as children of God to be salt and light for the world.                   
That is who we are but if we never put that identity into practice,	

 if we keep it shut up during the week and only let it out for a stroll on Sundays.	

if we we avoid bible study or other opportunities to better understand Jesus’ words,	

if we never dare to be different or rethink our priorities 	

or act with the kind of love that ‘demonstrates” the kingdom of God, 	

we will have built a house upon sand that will someday end up in the river.  	
!
But if the words of Grace, the words of undeserved love and forgiveness and acceptance become 
“demonstrative”  in our lives (my new favorite word:)	

then THIS community becomes an expression of the kingdom of God,	

because THESE people have their hope built on nothing less that Jesus blood and righteousness.	

so that THOSE others whom we meet might also hear and believe and be healed!	

!
When words are completed with actions then not only is God the rock upon which we stand but 
God’s grace becomes the cement (the mortar) that binds together broken and small sand into the 
living stones of a great body, the church, whom God uses to light up the world.  So now that we 
have heard the good news there is only one thing left.  Just do it.  	



